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Abstract. Most evolutionary optimization algorithms assume that the evaluation of the objective and constraint functions is straightforward. In solving many real-world optimization problems, however, such objective
functions may not exist, instead computationally expensive numerical simulations or costly physical experiments must be performed for fitness evaluations. In more extreme cases, only historical data are available for
performing optimization and no new data can be generated during optimization. Solving evolutionary optimization problems driven by data collected in simulations, physical experiments, production processes, or daily
life are termed data-driven evolutionary optimization. In this paper, we provide a taxonomy of different data
driven evolutionary optimization problems, discuss main challenges in data-driven evolutionary optimization
with respect to the nature and amount of data, and the availability of new data during optimization. Real-world
application examples are given to illustrate different model management strategies for different categories of
data-driven optimization problems.
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1

Introduction

Many real-world optimization problems are difficult to solve in that they are non-convex or multi-modal, large-scale,
highly constrained, multi-objective, and subject to a large amount of uncertainties. Furthermore, the formulation
of the optimization problem itself can be challenging, requiring a number of iterations between the experts of
the application area and computer scientists to specify the appropriate representation, objectives, constraints and
decision variables [52, 14, 84].
Over the past decades, evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have become a popular tool for optimization [17, 23].
Most existing research on EAs is based on an implicit assumption that evaluating the objectives and constraints of
candidate solutions is easy and cheap. However, such cheap functions do not exist for many real-world optimization
problems. Instead, evaluations of the objectives and / or constraints can be performed only based on data, collected
either from physical experiments, numerical simulations, or daily life. Such optimization problems can be called
data-driven optimization problems [100]. In addition to the challenges coming from the optimization, data-driven
optimization may also be subject to difficulties resulting from the characteristics of data. For example, the data may
be distributed, noisy, heterogeneous, or dynamic (streaming data), and the amount of data may be big or small,
imposing different challenges to the data-driven optimization algorithm.
In some data-driven optimization problems, evaluations of the objective or constraint functions involve time- or
resource-intensive physical experiments or numerical simulations ( often referred to as simulation-based optimization). For example, a single function evaluation based on computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations could
take from minutes to hours [52]. To reduce the computational cost, surrogate models (also known as meta-models
[20]) have been widely used in EAs, which are known as surrogate-assisted evolutionary algorithms (SAEAs) [49].
SAEAs perform a limited number of real function evaluations and only a small amount of data is available for training surrogate models to approximate the objective and / or constraint functions [45, 12]. Most machine learning
models, including polynomial regression [120], Kriging model [11, 7], artificial neural networks (ANN) [50, 109, 51],
and radial basis function networks (RBFN) [113, 80, 90, 88] have been employed in SAEAs. With limited training
data, approximation errors of surrogate models are inevitable, which may mislead the evolutionary search. However,
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Fig. 1. Main components of data-driven evolutionary optimization.

as shown in [47, 61], an EA may benefit from the approximation errors introduced by surrogates, and therefore, it
is essential in SAEAs to make full use of the limited data.
In contrast to the above situation in which collecting data is expensive and only a small amount of data is
available, there are also situations in which function evaluations must be done on the basis a large amount of data.
The hardness brought by data to data-driven EAs is twofold. Firstly, acquiring and processing data for function
evaluations increase the resource and computational cost, especially when there is an abundant amount of data
[118]. For example, a single function evaluation of the trauma system design problem [100] needs to process 40,000
emergency incident records. Secondly, the function evaluations based on data are the approximation of the exact
function evaluations, because the available data is usually not of ideal quality. Incomplete [65], imbalanced [108,
107], and noisy [46, 106] data bring errors to function evaluations of data-driven EAs, which may mislead the search.
This paper aims to provide an overview of recent advances in the emerging research area of data-driven evolutionary optimization. Section 2 provides more detailed background about data-driven optimization, including a
categorization with respect to the nature of the data, whether new data can be collected during optimization, and
the surrogate management strategies used in data-driven optimization. Five case studies of real-world data-driven
optimization problems are presented in Section 3, representing situations where the amount of data is either small
or big, and new data is or is not allowed to be generated during optimization. Open issues for future work in
data-driven optimization are discussed in detail in Section 4, and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Data-Driven Evolutionary Optimization

Generally speaking, EAs begin with a randomly initialized parent population. In each iteration of EAs, an offspring
population is generated via a number of variation operators, crossover and mutation, for instance. All solutions in
the offspring population will then be evaluated to calculate their fitness value and assess their feasibility. Then,
the new parent population for the next iteration is selected from the offspring population or a combination of the
parent and offspring populations.
Fig. 1 presents the three main disciplines involved in data-driven evolutionary optimization, namely, evolutionary
computation (including other population-based meta-heuristic search methods), machine learning (including all
learning techniques), and data science. While the traditional challenges remain to be handled in each discipline,
new research questions may arise when machine learning models are built for efficiently guiding the evolutionary
search given various amounts and types of data.
Although they are widely used, surrogates in data-driven evolutionary optimization have a much broaden sense
than in surrogate-assisted evolutionary optimization. For example, the ”surrogate” in the case study in Section III.B
is more a way of reducing the amount of data to be used in fitness evaluations rather than an explicit surrogate
model, where an update of the ”surrogate” is to adaptively find the right number of data clusters.
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It should also be emphasized that data or domain knowledge can be utilized to speed up the evolutionary search
almost in every component of an evolutionary algorithm, as illustrated in Fig. 2. For example, history data can be
used to determine the most effective and compact representation of a very large scale complex problem [28]. We
also want to note that domain knowledge about the problem structure or information about the search performance
acquired in the optimization process can be incorporated or re-used in EAs to enhance the evolutionary search
performance. These techniques are usually known as knowledge incorporation in EAs [43].
In the following, we discuss in detail the challenges in data collection and surrogate construction arising from
data-driven optimization.
2.1

Data Collection

Different data-driven optimization problems may have completely different data resources and data collection methods. Roughly speaking, data can be classified into two large types: direct and indirect data, consequently resulting
in two different types of surrogate modelling and management strategies, as shown in Fig. 1.
– One type of data in data-driven optimization is directly collected from computer simulations or physical experiments, in which case each data item is composed of the decision variables, corresponding objective and / or
constraint values, as shown in the bottom right panel of Fig. 1. This type of data can be directly used to train
surrogate models to approximate the objective and / or constraint functions, which has been the main focus in
SAEAs [45, 12]. We call surrogate models built from direct data Type I surrogate models. Note that during the
optimization, EAs may or may not be allowed to actively sample new data.
– The second type of data is called indirect data. For example, some of the objective and constraint functions
in the trauma system design problem [100] can only be calculated using emergency incident records. In this
case, the data are not presented in the form of decision variables and objective values. However, objective and
constraint values can be calculated using the data, which are then further used for training surrogates. We term
surrogate models based on indirect data Type II surrogate models. In contrast to direct data, it is usually less
likely, if not impossible, for EAs to actively sample new data during optimization.
In addition to the difference in the presentation form of the data, other properties related to data are also essential
for data-driven evolutionary optimization, including the cost of collecting data, whether new data is allowed to be
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collected during the optimization, and whether data collection can be actively controlled by the EA. Last but not
the least, data of multiple fidelity can also be made available for both data types [62, 26, 63, 103].
In the following, we divide data-driven EAs into off-line and on-line methodologies, according to whether new
data is allowed to be actively generated by the EA [100].
2.2

Off-line and On-line Data-Driven Optimization Methodologies

Off-line Data-Driven Optimization Methodologies In off-line data-driven EAs, no new data can be actively
generated during the optimization process [104], presenting serious challenges to surrogate management. Since no
new data can be actively generated, off-line data-driven EAs focus on building surrogate models based on the given
data to explore the search space. In this case, the surrogate management strategy heavily relies on the quality and
amount of the available data.
– Data with non-ideal quality: Real-world data can be incomplete [65], imbalanced [22], or noisy [46, 106].
Consequently, construction of surrogates must take into account these challenges and nevertheless, the resulting
surrogates are subject to large approximation errors that may mislead the evolutionary search.
– Big data: In off-line data-driven optimization, the amount of the data can be huge, which results in prohibitively
large computational cost for data processing and fitness calculation based on the data [118]. The computational
cost of building surrogate models also dramatically increases with the increasing amount of the training data.
– Small data: Opposite to big data, the amount of available data may be extremely small due to the limited
time and resource available for collecting data. Data paucity is often attributed to the fact that numerical
simulations of complex systems are computationally very intensive, or physical experiments are very costly.
A direct challenge resulting from small data is the poor quality of the surrogates, in particular for off-line
data-driven optimization where no new data can be generated during optimization.
Note, however, that a standard criterion to quantify big data and small data still lacks [117], as a sensible definition
may depend on the problem and the computational resources available for solving the problem at hand.
Because of the above-mentioned challenges, not many off-line data-driven EAs have been proposed. The strategies
for handling data in off-line data-driven EAs can be divided into three categories: data pre-processing, data mining,
and synthetic data generation, as shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. An illustration of three strategies of handling off-line data in data-driven EAs: data pre-processing, data mining, and
generation of synthetic data.

1. Data pre-processing: For data with non-ideal quality, pre-processing is necessary. As highlighted in Fig. 3
(a), off-line data must be pre-processed before they are used to train surrogates to enhance the performance of
data-driven EAs. Taking the blast furnace problem in [10] as an example, which is a many-objective optimization
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problem, the available data collected from production is very noisy. Before building surrogates to approximate
the objective functions, a local regression smoothing [16] is used to reduce the noise in the off-line data. Then,
Kriging models are built to assist the reference vector guided evolutionary algorithm (RVEA) [9].
2. Data mining: When data-driven EAs involve big data, the computational cost may be unaffordable. Since big
data often has redundancy [110], existing data mining techniques can be employed to capture the main patterns
in the data. As shown in Fig. 3 (b), the data-driven EA is based on the obtained patterns rather than the
original data to reduce the computational cost. In the trauma system design problem [100], there are 40,000
records of emergency incidents and a clustering technique is adopted to mine patterns from the data before
building surrogate models.
3. Synthetic data generation: When the quantity of the data is small and no new data is allowed to be generated,
it is extremely challenging to obtain high-quality surrogate models. To address this problem, synthetic data can
be generated in addition to the off-line data, as shown in Fig. 3 (c). This idea has shown to be helpful in
data-driven optimization of the fused magnesium furnace optimization problem [29], where the size of available
data is extremely small and it is impossible to obtain new data during optimization. In the proposed algorithm
in [29], a low-order polynomial model is employed to replace the true objective function to generate synthetic
data for model management during optimization.
Off-line data-driven EAs are of practical significance in industrial optimization. However, it is hard to validate
the obtained optimal solutions before they are really implemented.
On-line Data-Driven Optimization Methodologies Compared with off-line data-driven EAs, on-line datadriven EAs can make additional data available for managing the surrogate models, as shown in Fig. 4. Thus, on-line
data-driven EAs are more flexible than off-line data-driven EAs, which offers many more opportunities to improve
the performance of the algorithm than off-line data-driven EAs.

Model
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Surrogate
Model

Off-line
Data

Fitness

On-line
Data
Fig. 4. Surrogate model management in on-line data-driven EAs.

Note that off-line data-driven EAs can be seen as a special case of on-line data-driven EAs in that usually, a
certain amount of data needs to be generated to train surrogates before the optimization starts. Thus, methodologies
developed for off-line data-driven EAs discussed above can also be applied in on-line data-driven EAs. In the
following, we focus on the strategies for managing surrogates during the optimization.
It should be pointed out that generation of new data in on-line data-driven optimization may or may not be
actively controlled by the EA. If the generation of new data cannot be controlled by the EA, the main challenge is to
promptly capture the information from the new data to guide the optimization process. To the best of our knowledge,
no dedicated data-driven EAs have been reported to cope with optimization problems where new data are available
but cannot be actively controlled by the EA, which happens when streaming data is involved. In case the EA is
able to actively control data generation, desired data can be sampled to effectively update the surrogate models
and guide the optimization performance. The frequency and choice of new data samples are important for updating
surrogate models. Many model management strategies have been developed, which are mostly generation-based or
individual-based [45, 50]. Generation-based strategies [36] adjust the frequency of sampling new data generation by
generation, while individual-based strategies choose to sample part of the individuals at each generation.
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For on-line data-driven EAs using generation-based model management strategies, the whole population in η
generations is re-sampled to generate new data, then the surrogate models are updated based on the new data. The
parameter η can be predefined [79, 8] or adaptively tuned according to the quality of the surrogate model [49].
Compared to generation-based strategies, individual-based strategies are more flexible [50, 6]. Typically, two
types of sample solutions have been shown to be effective, the samples whose fitness is predicted to be promising,
and those whose predicted fitness has a large degree of uncertainty according to the current surrogate.
– Promising samples are located around the optimum of the surrogate model, and the accuracy of the surrogate
model in the promising area is enhanced once the promising solutions are sampled [49, 50].
– Uncertain samples are located in the search space where the surrogate model is likely to have a large approximation error and has not been fully explored by the EA. Thus, sampling these solutions can strengthen
exploration of data-driven EAs and most effectively improve the approximation accuracy of the surrogate [20,
45, 6]. So far, different methods for estimating the degree of uncertainty in fitness prediction have been proposed
[101]. Probabilistic surrogates such as Kriging models [11, 4] themselves are able to provide a confidence level
for their predictions, becoming the most widely used surrogates when the adopted model management needs to
use the uncertainty information. In addition, the distance from the sample solution to the existing training data
has been used as an uncertainty measure in [6]. Finally, ensemble machine learning models have been proved to
be promising in providing the uncertainty information, where the variance of the predictions outputted by the
base learners of the ensemble can be used to estimate the degree of uncertainty in fitness prediction [30, 102].
Both promising and uncertain samples are important for on-line data-driven EAs. A number of selection criteria
can be adopted to strike a balance between these two types of samples in individual-based strategies, also known
as infill sampling criterion or acquisition function in Bayesian optimization [82]. Existing infill criteria include the
expected improvement (ExI) [77, 72], probability of improvement (PoI) [21], and lower confidence bound (LCB) [64].
These infill criteria typically aggregate the predicted fitness value and the estimated uncertainty of the predicted
fitness into a single-objective criterion. There are also studies that separately select these two types of samples in
the individual-based strategies, for instance in [14, 102]. Most recently, a multi-objective infill criterion has been
proposed [94], which considers the infill sampling as a bi-objective problem that simultaneously minimizes the
predicted fitness and the estimated variance of the predicted fitness. Then, the solutions on the first and last nondominated fronts are chosen as new infill samples. The proposed multi-objective infill criterion is empirically shown
to be promising, in particular for high-dimensional optimization problems.

3

Case Studies

In this section, we present five real-world data-driven optimization problems, including blast furnace optimization,
trauma system design, fused magnesium furnace optimization, airfoil shape design, and design of an air intake
ventilation system. Four of the five case studies involve multiple objectives. These five applications belong to
different data-driven optimization problems in terms of data type, data amount, and availability of new data, as
listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Characteristics of five case studies
Sec. No.
Application
Data type Data quantity New data availability No. of objectives
3.1
Blast furnace optimization
Direct
Small
Off-line
8
3.2
Trauma system optimization
Indirect
Big
Off-line
2
3.3 Magnesium furnace performance optimization Direct
Small
Off-line
3
3.4
Airfoil shape optimization
Direct
Small
On-line
1
3.5
Air intake ventilation system optimization
Direct
Small
On-line
3

3.1

Off-line Small Data-Driven Blast Furnace Optimization

Blast furnaces [5] are very complex systems and running experiments with blast furnaces is costly, time-consuming,
and very cumbersome due to complex reaction mechanisms. Thus, decision makers can optimize the operating
conditions based only on a limited amount of experimental data.
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In blast furnace optimization, the decision variables typically are the amount of several components to be added
in the furnace, such as limestone and dolomite, quartzite, manganese, alkali and alumina additives. In total, more
than 100 components can be added in the furnace, making optimization and surrogate modelling very challenging. To
reduce the number of decision variables, dimension reduction techniques can be adopted by analyzing the influence
of decision variables on the objectives to be optimized. The objective functions in blast furnace optimization
may include the required properties of the product, and objectives related to the environmental and economic
requirements as well.
In [10], an off-line data-driven multi-objective evolutionary algorithm was reported, where 210 data points are
available collected by means of real-time experiments in the furnace. The first important challenge after collecting
the data is to formulate the optimization problem, i.e., to identify objective functions and decision variables. After
several rounds of discussions with the expert involved, eight objectives were identified. Principle component analysis
is employed to reduce the number of decision variables and eventually 12 most important decision variables were
retained. The objectives and decision variables used in the optimization are presented in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.
Table 2. Objectives of the blast furnace optimization problem
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Objective
Tuyere cooling heat loss (GJ/hr)
Total BF gas flow (Nm3/hr)
Tuyere velocity (m/s)
Heat loss (GJ/hr)
Corrected productivity (WV) (t/m3/day)
Coke rate (Dry) (kg/tHM)
Plate cooling heat loss (GJ/hr)
Carbonrate (kg/tHM)

Task
Minimize
Maximize
Maximize
Minimize
Maximize
Minimize
Minimize
Minimize

Table 3. Decision variables of the blast furnace optimization problem
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Decision variable
Pellet (%)
Sp.Flux consumption (kg/tHM)
Limestone (kg/tHM)
Dolomite (kg/tHM)
LD slag (kg/tHM)
Quartzite (kg/tHM)
Mn (%)
Alkali - additives (kg/tHM)
Alumina - additives (kg/tHM)
FeO ore (%)
SiO2(%)
CaO (%)

As can be seen from Table 2, several economical objectives that influence the efficiency of the furnace are also
considered. They include minimizing the heat loss, maximizing the gas flow and maximizing the tuyere velocity.
After identifying the objective functions and decision variables, the next challenge is to optimize these objectives to
obtain optimal process conditions. As mentioned, since no analytical or simulation models are available, surrogates
were built for each objective function. Kriging models [25] have been widely used in the literature [21, 24] due to
their ability to provide a good approximation from a small amount of data, as well as a degree of uncertainty for the
approximated values. Therefore, Kriging model was chosen as the surrogate to assist the optimization algorithm.
The data available from the blast furnace is typically noisy and contains outliers. Therefore, pre-processing of
the data was needed before building the Kriging models. In [10], a local regression smoothing technique [16] was
used to smoothen the fitness landscape. In local regression smoothing, every sample in the data available is assigned
with weights and a locally weighted linear regression is used to smoothen the data.
After smoothening the data, a Kriging model was built for each objective function. The next challenge was then
to select an appropriate algorithm to optimize eight objectives simultaneously. For this purpose, RVEA [9] was
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adopted to optimize the objective functions. RVEA was shown to be competitive on several benchmark problems
compared to several EAs. RVEA differs from other many-objective evolutionary algorithms in the selection criterion
and a set of adaptive reference vectors for guiding the search. The selection criterion, called angle penalized distance
(APD), aims to strike a balance between convergence and diversity. The set of adaptive reference vectors makes sure
that a set of evenly distributed solutions can be obtained in the objective space even for problems with different
scales of objectives.
In [10], 156 reference vectors were generated and 10000 function evaluations using the Kriging models were
performed. A representative set of 100 non-dominated solutions in the objective space is presented in Fig. 5. These
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Fig. 5. A representative set of 100 non-dominated solutions in the objective space by using RVEA assisted by Kriging models.

solutions are presented on a normalized scale to maintain the confidentiality of the data. The results clearly show
a conflicting nature between the coke rate (the 6th objective in Table II) and productivity (the 5th objective).
Moreover, our results show that for many solutions a conflicting nature exists between the productivity (the 5th
objective) and gas velocity (the 3rd objective). These solutions were presented to experts and considered to be
satisfactory and reasonable, although they remain to be verified in practice.
3.2

Off-line Big Data-Driven Trauma System Design Optimization

The design of trauma systems can be formulated as a combinatorial multi-objective optimization problem to achieve
a clinically and economically optimal configuration for trauma centers. In [100], three different clinical capability
levels for different injury degrees, i.e., major trauma center (MTC), trauma unit (TU), and local emergency hospital
(LEH), were assigned to 18 existing Scottish trauma centers [42]. Designing such a trauma system should be in
principle based on the geospatial information, which is hard to measure accurately. However, geospatial information
relevant to trauma system design can be implicitly reflected by the incidents occurred during a period of time.
Thus, trauma system design based on a large number of incident records can be seen as an off-line data-driven
optimization problem.
In evaluating a candidate configuration, all recorded incidents are re-allocated to centers matching their injuries
using an allocation algorithm, which is a decision tree to provide all injured persons with matched clinical services
and timely transportation to the hospital based on the degree of injuries and the location of the incidents [39]. After
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allocating all injured persons to an appropriate hospital by land or air, the allocation algorithm can evaluate the
following four metrics.
– Total travel time: the travel time of sending all the patients from the incident locations to the allocated centers
is summarized, which is a clinical metric.
– Number of MTC exceptions: some patients with very severe injuries might have to be sent to the nearest TU
instead of an MTC, because the nearest MTC in the configuration is too far away. Such cases are denoted as
MTC exceptions, which is a metric to assess the clinical performance of the configuration.
– Number of helicopter transfers: some patients must be sent by air due to a large distance from the incident
location to the hospital to be sent to. The number of helicopter transfers is an economical metric.
– MTC volume: the number of patients sent to each MTC in the configuration shows its obtained clinical experience.
In [41], the first two metrics (total travel time and number of MTC exceptions) were set as objectives (f1 and
f2 ) and the other two (number of helicopter transfers and MTC volume) as constraints. Moreover, the distance
between any two TUs in the configuration is constrained, which is not based on the metrics of the simulation. Given
the formulation, the trauma system design problem was solved by NSGA-II [18] in [41], where 40,000 incidents
(ambulance service patients with their locations and injuries) in one year served as the data for optimization.
Note that evaluating each configuration needs to calculate the objectives and constraints using all data, which
makes the function evaluations expensive. For example, it took over 24 hours for NSGA-II to obtain satisfactory
results [41]. To reduce such high computational costs, a multi-fidelity surrogate management strategy was proposed
to be embedded in NSGA-II in [100].
As the incidents are distributed with a high degree of spatial correlation [40], the data can be approximated by
a number of data clusters, which is usually much smaller than the number of data. In this case, it is not necessary
to use all data records for function evaluations, and fitness calculations based on the clustered data can be seen
as surrogate models approximating the function evaluations [100]. It is conceivable that the approximation error
decreases as the number of clusters K increases, but the computational cost increases as well. The multi-fidelity
surrogate management strategy [100] tuned the number of clusters as the optimization proceeded according to the
allowed root mean square error (RMSE) of the surrogate model on f1 . It is well known that the selection in NSGA-II
is based on the non-dominated sorting [105, 95], where the population combining the parent and offspring solutions is
sorted into several non-dominated fronts and the better half of the individuals in the combined population is selected
as the parent population for the next generation. Thus, the allowed maximum approximation error should not lead
to the consequence that solutions in the first front are ranked after the last selected front due to approximation
errors. Therefore, the allowed maximum error ER∗ was defined as follows:
ER∗ =

1
min{f1k − f1j }, 1 ≤ k ≤ |Fl |, 1 ≤ j ≤ |F1 |,
2

(1)

where F1 is the solution set of the first front and Fl is the solution set of the last selected front. As the evolutionary
search of NSGA-II proceeds, the population gets concentrated and moves towards the true Pareto front (PF), and
the allowed error ER∗ decreases as the number of clusters increases.
Fitness evaluations using the entire data were replaced by surrogate models based on K-clusters of data in
NSGA-II. In each generation, the non-dominated solutions were evaluated by the whole data simulation to estimate
the error ER of the surrogate model based on K-clustered data. Thus, the relationship between the surrogate error
and K was estimated according to the following regression model (K, ER):
ER =

1
.
β1 + β2 K

(2)

Given the regression parameters β1 and β2 and the allowed error ER∗ , the adjusted number of clusters K ∗ can be
calculated from Equation (2) as shown in Fig. 6.
By embedding the multi-fidelity surrogate management strategy in NSGA-II [100], we describe the algorithm
(called SA-NSGA-II) as follows.
1. Initialization
– Set K to be 18 (the number of hospitals in the system). Cluster the data into K categories.
– Generate a random initial population and evaluate the population using the surrogate based on K-clustered
data.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the multi-fidelity surrogate management strategy in one generation of NSGA-II, where the solid line
denotes the estimated relationship between the approximation error on f1 and K from historical (K, ER) pairs denoted by
circles, the dotted line is the allowed error ER∗ defined in Equation (1), and the dot is the estimated new number of clusters
K∗.

2. Reproduction: Apply 3-point crossover (probability of 1) and point mutation (probability of 0.2) to the
parent population for the offspring population, evaluate the offspring population using the surrogate based on
K-clustered data.
3. Selection: Combine the parent and offspring populations, select the parent population based on non-dominated
sorting and crowding distance.
4. Fidelity adjustment
– Detect the improvement of the non-dominated solution set. Apply the following steps to adjust K if there
is no improvement; otherwise, keep K unchanged.
– Calculate the fitness of the non-dominated solutions using the whole data. Estimate the approximation error
ER of the surrogate based on K-clustered data, and record the estimated pair (K, ER).
– Estimate the relationship between ER and K by the regression model in Equation (2) from those estimated
pairs (K, ER).
– Calculate the allowed error ER∗ as Equation (1). If ER∗ is smaller than half of ER, set ER∗ = ER/2.
– Estimate the new K ∗ by ER∗ based on the obtained regression model if there are enough historical pairs
to obtain the regression model, otherwise K ∗ = 2K. If K ∗ exceeds the limit Kmax , set K ∗ = Kmax .
– Re-cluster the data into K ∗ categories.
– Evaluate the parent population using the surrogate based on K ∗ -clustered data.
5. Stopping criterion: If the stopping criterion is satisfied, output the non-dominated solutions, otherwise go to
step 2).
SA-NSGA-II is an off-line data-driven EA as no new data can be actively generated during the optimization.
Experimental results have shown that SA-NSGA-II can save up to 90 percent of the computation time of NSGA-II
[100]. Although the lack of on-line data limits the performance of off-line data-driven EAs, making full use of the
off-line data can effectively benefit the optimization process as well. Therefore, handling the off-line data affects
the optimization process. We compare the performance of NSGA-II run for 100 generations with its variants using
different data handling strategies on the trauma system design problem. The three compared strategies are described
below.
– Random sampling: Before running NSGA-II, K data points are randomly selected from the whole data for
function evaluations.
– Clustering: Before running NSGA-II, the whole data is divided into K clusters, which is fixed during the
optimization.
– Adaptive clustering: SA-NSGA-II is used for the comparison, where the data is adaptively clustered for
function evaluations in optimization.
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As Kmax in SA-NSGA-II is set to 2000 [100], we assume that K ranges from 100 to 2000. All the compared
algorithms run independently for 20 times. IGD [114], the average distance from a reference PF set to the obtained
solution set, is used to assess the performance of compared algorithms. The same settings as in [100] are used,
where the reference PF set is obtained from the non-dominated set of 5 runs of NSGA-II based on the whole data.
The average IGD values of three compared strategies (random sampling, clustering, and adaptive clustering) over
various K values are shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Average IGD values of three compared strategies (random sampling, clustering, and adaptive clustering) over different
K.

From Fig. 7, we can see that for the two variants using random sampling and clustering, the IGD values decrease
with an increasing K, because the more data points are used in function evaluations, the more accurate the fitness
calculations are. In fact, randomly sampling K data points for the function evaluations fails to extract the data
pattern, while a relatively small number of representative data points are still able to describe the main feature
of the whole data. Therefore, IGD values resulting from the random sampling strategy are larger (worse) than
those from the clustering strategy for various sizes of K. Although a large K leads to better performance, the
computational cost becomes higher. From the results in Fig. 7, we can see that the adaptive clustering strategy uses
various Ks (up to 2000) during the optimization results in a similar IGD value obtained by using 2000-clustered
data, although the former strategy requires much less computational resources than the latter.
From the above experimental results, we can conclude that a properly designed model management strategy can
effectively enhance the computational efficiency of the optimization without a serious degradation of the optimization
performance.
3.3

Off-line Small Data-Driven Optimization of Fused Magnesium Furnaces

The performance optimization of fused magnesium furnaces aims at increasing the productivity and enhancing
the quality of magnesia products while reducing the electricity consumption in terms of optimized set points of
electricity consumption for a ton of magnesia (ECT) [58]. Before a production batch, the ECT of every furnace
is set by an experienced operator according to the properties of raw materials and the condition of each furnace.
Optimizing such a problem should be based on the relationship between ECT set points and each performance
index. However, it is very hard, if not impossible, to build analytical functions because of complex physical and
chemical processes involved, intermittent material supplies, and sensor failures. As a result, one has to turn to
limited and noisy historical production data for optimizing the performance of fused magnesium furnaces, making
it an off-line data-driven optimization problem.
Only a small number of noisy data is available because one production batch lasts 10 hours. There are 60
groups of ECT set points and performance indicators for five furnaces, which are all the furnaces connected to one
transformer. Therefore, the decision variables are the ECT set points of five furnaces, and the objectives are the
average high-quality rate, total output and electricity consumption of five furnaces.
Given a small amount of noisy data, it is hard to construct accurate surrogates. In the GP-assisted NSGA-II
[29], termed NSGA-II GP, two surrogates are built for model management, as shown is Fig. 8. One is a low-order
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Fig. 8. Model management in off-line data-driven performance optimization of fused magnesium furnaces.

polynomial regression model constructed using the off-line data. This low-order model approximates the unknown
real objective function to generate synthetic data for model management, playing the role of the real objective
function. The reason for adopting a low-order polynomial model is that it is less vulnerable to over-fitting. The
other surrogate is a Kriging model, which is built based on both off-line data and synthetic data. Here, the most
promising candidate solutions predicted by the Kriging model are further evaluated using the low-order polynomial
model, and the synthetic data generated by the polynomial model are used to update the Kriging model for the
next generation. In optimization, expected improvement [72] is adopted to identify the most promising candidate
solutions, and k-means clustering is applied in the decision space to choose sampling points, while fuzzy c-means
clustering [115] is introduced to limit the number of data for training the Kriging model.
The biggest challenge in the off-line data-driven performance optimization of magnesium furnaces is how to
verify the effectiveness of a proposed algorithm due to the lack of real objective functions. To address this issue,
the performance of the proposed method was first verified on benchmark problems. During optimization, it is
assumed that the real objective function is not available except for a certain amount of data generated before
optimization. The resulting optimal solutions are then verified using the real objective functions to assess the
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Once the algorithm is demonstrated to be effective, it can then be applied
to real-world problems. This strategy is illustrated in Fig. 9. To simulate the small amount of noisy data in the

Evaluation
(Real
Function)
Result

Off-line Data
(Benchmark)
Algorithm

Effective

Verfication
Off-line Data
(Furnace Performance
Problem)

Result

Possibly
Effective

Fig. 9. Illustration of the method to verify the effectiveness of an optimization algorithm in off-line data-driven performance
optimization of magnesium furnaces.
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furnace performance optimization problem, Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) [87] is first used to generate off-line
data using the objective functions of the benchmark problems, to which noise is then added. The noise is generated
according to the following equation:
noise = (fjmax − fjmin ) × rand,
(3)
where rand is a random number within [-0.1,0.1], and fjmin and fjmax are the minimum and maximum of real
function values of the off-line data in the j-th objective, respectively. In numerical simulations on nine benchmark
problems, NSGA-II GP was compared with the original NSGA-II and a popular surrogate-assisted multi-objective
EA, ParEGO [56]. The results on the benchmark problems consistently showed that the performance of NSGA-II GP
is the best.
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Fig. 10. An example for fitting the production data of one furnace using low-order polynomial models.

In optimizing the furnace performance, first and second order polynomial models are considered to fit the
collected production data, and the fitting results of one furnace are plotted in Fig. 10. After the formulation of the
furnace performance optimization problem, NSGA-II GP is applied and the optimization results are plotted in Fig.
11, which shows that NSGA-II GP has found better ECT set points compared to the off-line data. From the results
on benchmark problems and furnaces performance optimization problem, we can conclude that different accuracy
surrogates are very helpful to off-line small data-driven optimization.
3.4

On-line Small Data-Driven Optimization of Airfoil Design

Airfoil design is one important component in aerodynamic applications, which changes the airfoil geometry to
achieve the minimum drag over lift ratio. However, the evaluation of airfoil geometry is based on time-consuming
CFD simulations, therefore only a small number of expensive evaluations is allowed during the design process,
resulting in an on-line data-driven optimization problem.
The geometry of an airfoil is represented by a B-spline curve consisting of 14 control points [102]. Therefore, the
decision variables are the positions of those 14 control points. The objective is to minimize the average drag over
lift ratio in two design conditions, where the drag and lift are measured based on the results from CFD simulations.
In this specific design of RAE2822 airfoil, there are 70 off-line data points describing the relationship between
different geometries and their evaluated objective value. In addition, 84 new samples are allowed to be generated
during the optimization. The recently proposed on-line data-driven EA, committee-based active learning based
surrogate-assisted particle swarm optimization (CAL-SAPSO) was employed to solve the airfoil design problem in
[102].
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Fig. 11. Optimization results of the furnaces performance problem.

.
CAL-SAPSO
uses two surrogate ensembles composed of a polynomial regression model, an RBFN, and a Kriging
model [27] to approximate the expensive objective. One ensemble serves as a global model built from the whole
data, while the other is meant to be a local model built from the data belonging to the best 10% objective values
found so far. CAL-SAPSO begins with search on the global model, and then switches to the local model when no
improvement can be achieved. The found best solutions are always evaluated using the real objective function and
both surrogate models are then updated. The two models are used and updated in turn until the allowed maximum
number of fitness evaluations is exhausted.
Global Model
Management

Model
Switch

Local Model
Management

xu
xf

Global Model
Management

x ls

Fig. 12. Model management strategy in CAL-SAPSO.

The model management strategy in CAL-SAPSO is individual-based, as shown in Fig. 12. Three types of
candidate solutions are to be re-evaluated using the real objective function to update the global and local models.
A canonical PSO algorithm [83] using a population size of 100 is run for a maximum of 100 iterations. As the model
management strategy of CAL-SAPSO is based on query by committee (QBC) [81], the uncertainty is measured by
the largest disagreement among the ensemble members. For the global model, the most uncertain solution xu is
searched for at first using PSO based on the following objective function:
xu = arg max(max(fˆi (x) − fˆj (x))),
x

(4)

where fˆi and fˆj (1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3) is the i-th and j-th models in the surrogate ensemble. After xu is evaluated using
CFD simulations and added to on-line data, the global surrogate ensemble is updated. Then, PSO is used to search
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for the optimum xf of the global model as:
xf = arg min fˆens (x),
x

(5)

where fˆens (x) is the global surrogate ensemble. After xf is evaluated using CFD simulations and added to on-line
data, the global surrogate ensemble is updated again. If xf is not the better than the best solution found so far,
CAL-SAPSO switches to the local surrogate ensemble to continue the search. For the local model, only the optimum
xls of the local model is chosen to be re-evaluated using the real objective function, which is searched using PSO
based on
l
xls = arg min fˆens
(x),
(6)
x

l
where fˆens
(x) is the local surrogate ensemble. After xls is evaluated with the CFD simulations and added to on-line
data, the local surrogate ensemble is updated. If xls is not better than the best geometry found so far, CAL-SAPSO
switches to the global surrogate ensemble to continue the search.
CAL-SAPSO was run on the airfoil design problem for 20 times. The best geometry obtained is shown in Fig.
13, where the objective values are normalized with the objective value of the baseline design. We can see that the
solution found by CAL-SAPSO achieved a 35% improvement of the drag over lift ratio over the baseline design
using 70 off-line CFD simulations before optimization and 84 ones during the optimization (a total of 154 CFD
simulations), which is promising in the application of aerodynamic engineering.

Fig. 13. The baseline design and the best design (geometries and pressure distribution) obtained by CAL-SAPSO.

3.5

On-line Small Data-Driven Optimization of An Air Intake Ventilation System

An air intake ventilation system of an agricultural tractor was considered in [14] for maintaining a uniform temperature inside the cabin and defrost the windscreen. The particular component of interest consist of four outlets
and a three-dimensional CATIA model of the component is shown in Fig. 14. To maintain a uniform temperature
distribution, the flow rates from all the outlets should be the same. However, these outlets had different diameters
and maintaining the same flow rate from all the outlets is not trivial. In addition, the pressure loss should be
minimized to increase the energy efficiency of the system. Thus, the optimization problem involves computationally
expensive CFD simulations. Before starting the solution process, an initial design used in the ventilation system
was provided by the decision maker and a CFD simulation of this initial design is shown in Fig. 15.
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Fig. 14. A three dimensional CATIA model of the component in the air intake ventilation system.

Fig. 15. A CFD simulation of the initial design.

From Fig. 14, we can see that outlet 4 has the smallest diameter compared to the other outlets. Therefore, it
is very difficult to make the flow rate from outlet 4 to be equal to those from other outlets. To address this issue,
special attention was paid to the flow rate from this outlet. Based on several discussions with an aerodynamic
expert, a three-objective optimization problem was finally formulated as follows:
f1 : Minimize variance between flow rates at outlets 1 to 3
: Minimize var(Q1,3 )
f2 : Minimize pressure loss of the air intake
: Minimize Pinlet − Poutlet
f3 : Minimize the difference between the flow rate at outlet 4
and the average of the flow rates at outlets 1 to 3
: Minimize avg(Q1,3 ) − Q4 ,
where Qk represents the flow rate from the k th outlet, avg(Q1,3 ) the average flow rate values from outlets 1-3 and
Pinlet , and Poutlet are the pressure values at the inlet and the outlet, respectively. Note that Poutlet is the same
among all outlets and equal to the atmospheric pressure.
The third objective makes sure that the flow rate from outlet 4, which has the smallest diameter, can have the
same flow rate to the average of flow rates from other outlets. As mentioned, the diameters play a vital role in
maintaining a uniform flow rate, therefore the scaling factors of the initial design diameters are used as the decision
variables:
Di
xi = (initial) for i = 1, . . . , 4,
(7)
Di
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where Di is the diameter of the ith outlet and Diinitial is the diameter of the ith outlet in the initial design. The
ub
lower (xlb
i ) and the upper (xi ) bounds of the decision variables are as follows:
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Fig. 16. The optimization loop for multi-objective shape optimization of an air intake ventilation system

Once the multi-objective optimization problem was formulated, the next step was to combine different simulation
tools to obtain the objective function values as shown in Fig. 16. ANSYS ICEM [1] was used for meshing the
component first and ANSYS CFX [96] for performing CFD simulations afterwards. To ease the solution process,
the outlets of the component were prolongated, as shown in Fig. 15.
For optimization, a Kriging-assisted evolutionary algorithm for optimization problems with at least three objectives called K-RVEA [11] was used. The algorithm uses elements from its underlying RVEA [9] for efficiently
managing the surrogates. The samples in K-RVEA are selected to strike a balance between convergence and diversity. Another feature of K-RVEA is that a limit on the size of training samples is imposed to reduce the computation
time. A flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 17, where an archive A1 is used to store the samples for training
and another archive A2 for storing all the evaluated samples.
In the algorithm, a number of initial candidate designs are generated using Latin hypercube sampling, which are
evaluated with CFD simulations. The evaluated candidate solutions are added to the archives A1 and A2. Kriging
models are built for each objective function by using the samples in A1. After running RVEA with the Kriging
models for a prefixed number of iterations, samples are selected to update the Kriging models. These samples are
selected based on the needs of convergence and diversity which are identified using the reference vectors. Every time
the surrogates are updated, the change in the number of empty reference vectors compared to that in the previous
update is measured. If the change is less than a predefined parameter, convergence is prioritized. Otherwise, diversity
is used as the criterion in selecting candidate solutions to be evaluated using CFD simulations. A fixed number of
evenly distributed samples is selected based either on their angle penalized distance, which is the selection criterion
in RVEA, or on uncertainty values from the Kriging models.
We used a maximum of 200 expensive function evaluations (CFD simulations) in K-RVEA. Forty non-dominated
solutions were generated, which are shown in Fig. 18 in the objective space. The values of the objective functions
are normalized to maintain the data confidentiality. These solutions were presented to an aerodynamic expert and a
final solution was selected based on his preferences. The final solution and the solution corresponding to the initial
design are also shown in Fig. 18. The final selected design has an equal pressure loss (the second objective) but
significant improvements in the first and the third objectives (related to minimization of differences between the
flow rates) compared to the initial design. A good balance in flow rates means more can be passed into the cabin
without any extra consumption of energy.
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Fig. 18. Non-dominated solutions in the objective (normalized) for the air intake ventilation system

4
4.1

Challenges and Promises
On-line Data-Driven Optimization

In on-line data-driven optimization, the main goals are to enhance the accuracy of the surrogate models and balance
the convergence and diversity. Thus, model management is critical in on-line data-driven EAs. In an ideal scenario,
any EA can be used in on-line data-driven optimization. However, in reality, the EA and the surrogates should be
integrated seamlessly to ensure the success of the surrogate-assisted optimization algorithm. In the following, we
highlight a few major challenges in on-line data-driven optimization.
Selection of surrogate models: When developing an on-line data-driven EA, the first challenge is to select an
appropriate surrogate model. Several surrogate models, e.g., Kriging, ANN, RBFN, and support vector regression
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can be used and there is very little theoretical guidance in the literature for choosing the surrogate model. In many
cases, a surrogate model is selected based on the experience of the user (e.g., an engineer). For instance, RBFN
was used in [59] to solve an optimization problem of coastal aquifer management because of its popularity for
groundwater applications. Generally speaking, however, stochastic models such as Kriging models may be preferred
if an infill criterion is to be used for model management. As discussed in [30], the main limitation of Kriging models
is their possibly large computational complexity when a large number of training samples is involved. In this case,
ensembles are good alternatives to Kriging models due to their scalable computational complexity.
Using surrogate models: Once surrogate models are selected, the next question is how to use them in the EA.
For instance, approximating objective functions [12], classifying samples according to their fitness [74], predicting
ranks [66], or hypervolume [78] or approximating a scalarizing function by converting a multi-objective optimization
problem to a single-objective problem [56, 93] and approximating the PF [35] are possible ways of using a surrogate
model.
Selection of training data: How to select the training data is another challenge. In on-line data-driven
optimization, surrogates need to be continuously updated to enhance their accuracy and to improve the exploration
of the EA as well. Samples for training should be selected in such a way that both convergence and diversity are
taken into account. Most on-line data-driven EAs start with generating a number of candidate solutions using a
design of experiment technique, e.g., LHS [87]. Afterwards, a model management strategy, including popular infill
criteria such as expected improvement [53] and many other generation- or individual-based model management
strategies [45] can be used for selecting candidate solutions to be re-evaluated using the real objective functions and
then re-train or update the surrogates. All sampling techniques and model management strategies have advantages
and limitations and could be tailored to a particular class of problems as well as the EA used.
Size of training data: Another important challenge, which is usually overlooked in many on-line optimization
algorithms is the size of the training data. For example, using a large number of samples may dramatically increase
the computational complexity, in particular when the Kriging model is employed as the surrogate. Therefore, one
should pay attention to using an appropriate size of data for training in on-line data-driven optimization.
Selection of EA: As mentioned, a model management strategy needs to be employed to select candidate solutions for evaluation using the real objective functions and for training the surrogates. In many on-line optimization
algorithms in the literature, not much attention has been paid towards the selection of EAs. This can be attributed
to the assumption that a good approximation or near-optimal solution can be obtained by any EA. However, in
reality, different EAs have different advantages and limitations and they should be used based on the properties of
the problem to be solved. For instance, using a dominance-based EA for problems with more than three objectives
may not be a viable choice.
Handling objectives with different latencies: In many real-world multi-objective optimization problems,
objectives may have different computation times of different objectives. For instance, in [70, 33], a decision variable
is also used as an objective function and the computation time for evaluating such objective functions is negligible
compared to other simulation-based objective functions. Some existing and recent studies can be applied to expensive
MOPs with different latencies among objective functions. For instance, in [60], a transfer learning was used to build
surrogate models among correlated objectives. In an extended work in [67], the authors used transfer learning for
sharing information between different parts of the Pareto front. However, they considered the objectives with the
same computation time.
A recent work on this topic has been proposed [15] for bi-objective optimization problems, where an algorithm
called HK-RVEA was applied to solve problems with objectives of different computation time. Adapting on-line
data-driven EAs for handling different latencies among objective functions is one of the important challenges in
on-line data-driven optimization.
Termination criterion and performance metric: Last but not the least, a proper stopping or termination criterion and a measure for the performance of the algorithm are also very important when using an on-line
optimization algorithm. Where to stop is very important especially for problems with expensive evaluations. For
instance, running an algorithm if there is no improvement in the quality of solutions may lead to waste of resources.
In the literature, typically conventional performance metrics, e.g., IGD or hypervolume are used to measure the
performance of on-line data-driven EAs. These metrics are influenced by several parameters such as the size of the
reference set in calculating IGD and may not provide a precise measurement. The effect of parameters on performance metrics has been analyzed in details in [37, 38]. For both performance measure and termination criterion,
one should also consider the performance of the surrogate model including the accuracy and uncertainty.
In addition to challenges mentioned above, several other challenges exist related to the characteristics of the
problem to be solved. These are dimensions in the objective and decision spaces, handling constraints, and mixedinteger or combinatorial optimization problems. Some on-line optimization algorithms, e.g., K-RVEA [11, 13], CSEA
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[74], and SL-PSO [88] have been proposed to tackle these challenges. However, many real-world on-line data-driven
problems are constrained [54, 85, 75, 76, 34, 48] and / or of mixed-integer decision variables [68, 71, 121, 112, 99, 73,
2]. Currently, many issues of data-driven EAs for constrained and mixed-integer problems remain open and deserve
more attention.
Despite of several challenges, on-line data-driven EAs have the potential of solving optimization problems with
different characteristics. The wide applicability of on-line data-driven EAs has demonstrated that on-line data-driven
surrogate-assisted evolutionary optimization is of paramount practical importance. Some key promising directions
in developing on-line data-driven EAs include 1) using ensemble of surrogate models [51, 102, 85, 30], 2) enhancing
the convergence by using a combination of local and global surrogate models [61, 98, 119, 88, 111], 3) decreasing
the computational complexity of the problem to be considered (or problem approximation) by using multi-fidelity
models [44, 62, 26, 103], 4) using fitness inheritance [86], fitness imitation [55] and fitness estimation [91, 90], and 5)
using advanced machine learning techniques such as semi-supervised learning [92, 89], active learning [90, 102] and
transfer learning [19, 69, 32].
4.2

Off-line Data-Driven Optimization

Unlike on-line data-driven optimization, no new data can be made available for updating surrogate models during offline data-driven optimization or for validating the found optimal solutions before they are eventually implemented.
Therefore, the main challenges in off-line data-driven optimization may come from the following three aspects.
Lack of data during optimization: One serious challenge is the unavailability of new data during the optimization. Without creating new data for model management during the optimization process, the search ability
of off-line data-driven EAs can be limited since surrogate models are built barely based on the data generated
off-line. How to effectively use the given data heavily affects the performance of an off-line data-driven EA. As far
as we know, several advanced machine learning techniques can be employed to alleviate the limitation. For example, semi-supervised learning [92] can enrich the off-line labelled data by using unlabeled data for training. Data
mining techniques [100] can be used to extract patterns from the off-line data to guide the optimization process.
In addition, ensemble learning [104] can repeatedly use the training data to enhance the search performance in
offline data-driven optimization. Furthermore, transfer optimization techniques [32] including sequential transfer
optimization, multi-task optimization, and multi-form optimization are able to reuse knowledge from other similar
problems. While sequential transfer optimization learns from historical problems, multi-task optimization [31, 19,
69] simultaneously solves multiple similar problems. Finally, multi-form optimization employs multiple formulations
(including multiple fidelity levels of the evaluations [100, 103]) of the original problem to share useful information.
Model reliability: In off-line data-driven optimization, no new data is available to assess the quality of surrogate
models, making it very challenging to ensure the reliability. Consequently, the optimization process can be very
likely misled. To enhance the reliability of the surrogate models based on off-line data only, multiple heterogeneous
or homogeneous surrogate models [30, 3] can be adopted using ensemble learning [116]. Furthermore, cross validation
[57, 97] is helpful in accuracy estimation and model selection.
Performance verification: The most challenging issue in real-world off-line data-driven optimization is the
verification of the solutions found by the optimization algorithm before they are implemented due to the lack of
true optimum. In [29], the proposed algorithm is indirectly verified using benchmark problems. Such a verification
method is based on an assumption that benchmark problems are similar to the real-world optimization problem to
a certain degree. Unfortunately, often little a priori knowledge about real-world optimization problems is available,
making it hard to choose the right benchmark problems to reliably test the performance of the algorithm on the
real-world problems.

5

Conclusions

The importance of data-driven surrogate-assisted evolutionary optimization cannot be overestimated for EAs to
be applied to solve a large class of real-world problems in which no analytical objective functions are available.
Unfortunately, this line of research has so far attracted less attention in the evolutionary computation community
than it should have due to the following reasons. First, there is a gap between the demands from the industry and
the research interests in the academia. Second, there is a lack of dedicated benchmark problems for data-driven
optimization that can be made available to researchers and practitioners with few exceptions [103]. Finally, new
data-driven surrogate-assisted optimization algorithms are often required to be validated on real-world expensive
problems, making it hard for most researchers to perform research in this area due to the lack of access to real-world
problems and lack of computational resources.
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This paper aims to promote research interests in the evolutionary computation community and attract more
attention to data-driven evolutionary optimization, simply because data-driven optimization is indispensable for
applying EAs to complex real-world problems. Meanwhile, data-driven surrogate-assisted evolutionary optimization
provides a unique platform for creating synergies between machine learning, evolutionary computation and data
science, potentially leading to the emergence of a new interdisciplinary area, where many research directions should
be considered in the future. Firstly, benchmark problems that are extracted from real-world data-driven optimization
applications are highly in demand. Secondly, most existing SAEAs deal with on-line direct data-driven optimization
problems. Thus, effective new algorithms should be developed for other types of data-driven optimization problems,
where the techniques of both machine learning and data science can be helpful. Finally, data-driven EAs for solving
real-world optimization problems should be highly encouraged.
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